Many chemical systems cannot be described by quantum chemistry methods based on a single-reference wave function. Accurate predictions of energetic and spectroscopic properties require a delicate balance between describing the most important configurations (static correlation) and obtaining dynamical correlation efficiently. The former is most naturally done through a multiconfigurational wave function, whereas the latter can be done by e.g. perturbation theory. We have employed a different strategy, namely a hybrid between multiconfigurational wave functions and densityfunctional theory (DFT) based on range separation. The method is denoted multiconfigurational short-range DFT (MC-srDFT) and is more efficient than perturbative approaches as it capitalizes on the efficient treatment of the (short-range) dynamical correlation by DFT approximations. In turn, the method also improves DFT with standard approximations through the ability of multiconfigurational wave functions to recover large parts of the static correlation. Until now, our implementation was restricted to closed-shell systems and to lift this restriction, we present here the gen- 3+ .
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum chemistry (QC) methods have become paramount to gain insight in experimental investigations and to support findings from experimental studies. Moreover, QC methods can be employed to predict novel molecular systems with a given desired property. Naturally, the above uses of theoretical methods require that these methods are both efficient and accurate, also in cases where reference data might not exist or be inconclusive. Density-functional theory (DFT) has to a large extent fulfilled these requirements 1 , and can for many systems be employed routinely. Still, DFT with standard approximations is known to fail for systems that cannot be described by a single-reference wave function. 2, 3 Such systems are often characterized by dense orbital manifolds and several (near)-degenerate states. In wave-function theory (WFT), such systems are best described with a multiconfigurational wave function. 4 These exist in a number of different forms of which many have in common the definition of a complete active space CAS(m, n) of m electrons in n orbitals. In this active space, all configurations (fulfilling additional spin and symmetry constraints) are included. This is usually combined with optimization of orbital parameters in what is denoted a complete-activespace self-consistent field (CASSCF) procedure. Unfortunately, the computational demands increase dramatically with the size of the active space, and many systems require active spaces beyond the current limitations to give physically meaningful results. In recent years, several groups have focused on lifting the limitations for the size of active space with methods such as the density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [5] [6] [7] [8] , quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [9] [10] [11] , restricted-active-space (RAS) 12 or generalized-active-space (GAS) methods.
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Yet, even with extended active orbital spaces, essential parts of the remaining dynamical electron correlation cannot be obtained, except for the smallest systems where the number of occupied valence orbitals is small. Typically, dynamical correlation for such multireference systems is obtained after initially obtaining a correct representation of a zeroth-order
Hamiltonian (including static correlation). The exact nature of the subsequent steps responsible for recovering dynamical correlation depends on the chosen method, but well-known examples are multireference perturbation theories [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] such as complete-active-space secondorder perturbation theory (CASPT2) 16, 17 and n-electron valence state perturbation theory (NEVPT2) 20 .
We have in a number of recent papers employed a different strategy, namely a hybrid between MCSCF and DFT that capitalizes on the fairly efficient treatment of the (shortrange) dynamical correlation by semi-local DFT approximations and the ability of CASSCF or more general MCSCF models to recover large parts of the static correlation. A number of different CAS-DFT hybrid methods have been suggested [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , many of which are under active development. There is one important difference between these methods: some add DFT after initial optimization of the multiconfigurational wave function 23, 24 , whereas others optimize the DFT and wave function parts simultaneously 21, 22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The method reported here belongs to the latter kind. A challenge for all CAS-DFT hybrids is to avoid double counting of electron correlation, as the CAS wave functions will invariably include some of the dynamical correlation. The method that we discuss in this paper, and that we have been developing since several years 27, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , stringently avoids this double counting by means of a range separation of the two-electron repulsion operator 25, 37 . The long-range part is then described by WFT, whereas the short-range part is described by a tailored short-range DFT functional. 38 When employing an MC(SCF) wave function as the long-range component, we have dubbed this method MC-srDFT. For the common choice of CAS for the MCSCF part, this becomes CAS-srDFT. However, it should be emphasized, that the method of range separation also allows for other wave-function ansätze: CI-srDFT 26, 39 , MP2-srDFT 40, 41 , RPAsrDFT 42, 43 , CC-srDFT 44 , RAS-srDFT, NEVPT2-srDFT 45 , and DMRG-srDFT 32 methods have all been implemented.
Our MC-srDFT implementation in a development version of DALTON 46,47 employs a general implementation for the long-range MCSCF wave function that allows any spin multiplicity. However, the implementation has until now been restricted to short-range functionals depending only on the total density and not on the spin density. Calculations have accordingly been done on closed-shell systems only. It should in this regard be noted that introducing a dependence on the spin density in the DFT part is not necessary from a theoretical point of view where the energy is solely defined from the total density. Yet, approximate semi-local functionals must depend on the spin density to be accurate for openshell systems, and a semi-local srDFT implementation based solely on the total density in practice excludes useful calculations on many open-shell target systems where we expect MC-srDFT to be able to perform well. For example, many transition metals form openshell complexes, and these are notorious for displaying multireference character.
Since the original formulation of MC-srDFT 39 , several srDFT functionals have been generalized to include the spin density. 48, 49 In this paper, we extend the MC-srDFT method with these spin-dependent functionals, both for a local-density approximation (LDA) and a generalized-gradient approximation (GGA). This enables meaningful calculations for openshell systems, which in particular will be beneficial for our endeavors to describe transitionmetal complexes with CAS-srDFT or GAS-srDFT as a computationally cheaper alternative to CASPT2, RASPT2, and NEVPT2.
As have low-lying excited states with different spin multiplicity than the ground-state, and for both a high-level method is evidently needed to obtain correct results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the necessary theory for the extension of MC-srDFT to srDFT functionals that include the spin density as well as the gradient of the spin density, and in Section III we describe implementation details. The theory and implementation details for the closed-shell singlet case is obviously a special case, which previously only has been published in the PhD dissertation by J. K. Pedersen. 39 Next, we provide the computational details that were employed for the test calculations (Section IV), and in Section V we discuss the results. Finally, we give a brief conclusion and outlook in Section VI.
II. RANGE-SEPARATED MULTICONFIGURATIONAL DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY
The MC-srDFT method employs a range separation of the two-electron operator 25,37
in which the exact definition ofĝ lr (1, 2) andĝ sr (1, 2) can differ 55 . In this work we exclusively use the error function for the range separation:
where r 12 = |r 1 − r 2 | and µ is the range-separation parameter, given in reciprocal bohr.
Eq. (1) is given in atomic units which we will employ throughout this paper. The energy of a range-separated WFT-DFT hybrid is then given by
where λ are the wave-function parameters, to be defined below. We denote the electron charge density as ρ C and the spin density as ρ S , and in order not to overload the notation we let it be implicit that they depend on the wave-function parameters λ:
and ρ S ≡ ρ S (r, λ). We define the short-range Hartree and exchange-correlation functionals, 
with the standard one-electron integrals h pq and nuclei-nuclei interaction energy V nn , but with the two-electron Coulomb integrals replaced by integrals with the modified long-range interaction in Eq. (2), 
where |0 denotes a normalized reference state
is a configuration correction andP = 1 − |0 0| is the projection operator onto the complement to the reference state |0 . Theκ operator in Eq. (6) is the usual antisymmetric real singlet orbital-rotation operator
The charge-density-and spin-density-dependent terms in Eq. (3) can now be expressed in a second-quantization formulation 56, 57 in terms of their associated density operatorŝ
with Ω pq (r) = φ * p (r)φ q (r). We have in Eq. (10) introduced a nomenclature that will turn convenient in the next sections for equations which are otherwise identical for charge-density and spin-density operators. In this nomenclature, X = C is used for the regular chargedensity operator (Ô C pq ≡Ê pq ), while X = S denotes the spin-density operator
which is required to describe spin-density effects (in a non-relativistic framework). We note that for spin-restricted models as considered here, the charge-density operator is a singlet operator and the spin-density operator is a triplet operator of M S = 0 type. The wave function can be of any spin symmetry S, however, as in Kohn-Sham DFT, in practice the wave function should correspond to a spin component M S = S or M S = −S to give an appropriate spin density for the approximate spin-polarized exchange-correlation functional.
The electron charge density ρ C (r, λ) and electron spin density ρ S (r, λ) are obtained as expectation values according to
where D X pq (λ) is the (p, q) element of the one-electron reduced (spin-)density matrix
The E sr-H [ρ C ] and E sr-xc [ρ C , ρ S ] terms in Eq. (3) can now be defined. The former is the short-range Hartree energy which depends only on the total density matrix
where g sr pqrs are the short-range two-electron integrals (defined with the short-range interaction in Eq. (2)). The final term, E sr-xc [ρ C , ρ S ], in Eq. (3) is the short-range exchangecorrelation functional. This term has an explicit dependence on both the charge and spin
in accordance with Ref. 56 , where e sr-xc (ρ C (r, λ), ρ S (r, λ)) is the short-range exchangecorrelation energy density. It should be noted that the expression in Eq. (15) assumes the local-density approximation of the short-range exchange-correlation functional (srLDA) 48 .
For brevity we only consider srLDA here, but we have also implemented the code for functionals based on a generalized-gradient approximation (GGA). The spin-dependent GGAs additionally depend on the electron charge density gradient and the electron spin density gradient. The additional terms are structurally similar to the srLDA terms and will be given in Appendix A.
The MC-srDFT wave function is optimized with the restricted-step second-order MCSCF optimization algorithm [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] as implemented in DALTON. 46, 47 This algorithm is based on a second-order Taylor expansion of the electronic energy in the wave-function parameters, λ,
The electronic gradient, g, and electronic Hessian, H, are blocked according to the configurational and orbital parameters of the wave function. Thus the gradient reads
and each gradient element (configurational or orbital) has both WFT (lr) and DFT (sr)
The electronic Hessian in Eq. (16) is evaluated as 62 H = P KP , where P denotes the matrix representation of theP operator in Eq. (6) and K has WFT and DFT contributions
In the actual implementation the Hessian matrix is never constructed explicitly. Instead, Hessian contributions to the wave-function optimization process are obtained in a direct fashion based on trial vectors
where the individual contributions to σ n can be written in terms of modified Fock matrices (see Section III) and the second equal sign stems from that we require each trial vector to fulfill P b n = b n . The explicit expressions for the new short-range DFT contributions to the individual gradient and σ n element types are derived below. The MCSCF long-range contributions are equivalent to the terms in the regular MCSCF method which together with the second-order optimization algorithm are documented in the original works describing the Dalton implementation.
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A. The sr-DFT contributions to the electronic gradient
The short-range exchange-correlation contributions to the gradient in Eq. (18) can be obtained as
The derivative within the kernel in Eq. (21) is obtained through the chain rule
where ρ C (r) and ρ S (r) from Eq. (12) have been inserted. As usual in MCSCF schemes, the orbital and configurational parts of the gradient leads to different computational expressions.
The orbital part of the short-range exchange-correlation gradient becomes
where the two gradient terms are
both defined in terms of an effective operator (X = C and X = S, respectively)
We note that the g 
where
and we again have employed the effective operators defined in Eq. (25) .
Finally, we also briefly describe the gradient contribution from the short-range Hartree
The configurational and orbital gradient contributions are identical to Eqs. (24a) and (27), except that the effective operatorV
replacesV C,g sr-xc . Combined, we obtain the effective operators for the total short-range Hartreeexchange-correlation functional aŝ
The total gradient vector (from the short-range DFT part) can thus be obtained from
B. The sr-DFT contributions to the electronic Hessian sigma vectors
As for the gradient in the previous subsection, we focus on the exchange-correlation term since the second derivative of E lr in Eq. (3) is equivalent to the terms from regular MCSCF [58] [59] [60] [61] , and the Hartree term can be obtained from the total density matrix and has no explicit spin-dependent terms. The Hessian contributions from the exchange-correlation functional are given by
and from the chain rule
In practice we utilize a direct Hessian technique [cf. Eq. (20) ] where the quantity in Eq. (32) is contracted with configurational (b 
The expressions in Eqs. (34a)-(34d) are obtained by inserting ρ C (r) and ρ S (r) from Eq. (12) into Eq. (33), and inserting the resulting expression into Eq. (32) and contracting with configurational or orbital trial vectors, respectively. We sketch the two steps below; the insertion of the densities gives
By contraction of the above equation with the trial vectors, the configurational part becomes
while the orbital part becomes
The first term in both Eqs. (36) and (37) occur due to the non-linearity of the srDFT energy functional. These terms can be formulated as transformed gradient terms with effective operators as summarized below. The last term in both Eqs. (36) and (37) are similar to the one-electron Hessian part for a regular MCSCF calculation, the only difference being that they employ different integrals (over the first-order derivative of the srDFT functional). To define the effective operators employed in the first term of the two equations, we define the transition density matrices for configurational trial vectors
where |B is the state vector generated by the current trial vector: |B = j b c j |j . For the orbital trial vectors, we define the one-index transformed density matrix
The transformed configurational and orbital (spin-)density matrices,
collectively denoted by D Y (1λ) . We can now define the integrals that comprise the effective operators in terms of the linearly transformed densities
which is a generic term for the integrals in the curvy brackets of the first term in Eqs. (36) and (37) . With this generic definition of the integrals, we can define the two effective operators of either singlet or triplet typeŝ
The direct Hessian terms in Eqs. (34a)-(34d) can now be written in the generic form
sr-xc |0 − c i 0|V
The orbital gradient elements, g 
Similarly, the expression for the transformed gradient elements,g In addition to the contributions from the exchange-correlation functional, the direct Hessian terms also contain contributions from the short-range Hartree term,
Eq. (14)
As for the short-range exchange-correlation contributions, the direct Hessian short-range
Hartree contributions can be obtained by contraction of configurational and orbital trial vectors, respectively. The terms have the same structure as Eqs. (42a)-(42d), but without any spin-dependence, and can be defined employing the effective operator
We can combine the operators utilized for the short-range Hartree and short-range exchangecorrelation terms in a common, effective operator
which replacesV
sr-xc in Eqs. (42a)-(42c).
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The configurational and orbital gradients for MC-srDFT were given in Eqs. 
where P is the reduced two-electron density matrix with elements P pr,st = Ψ|ê pr,st |Ψ . In the following, we will in addition to the general orbitals (with indices p, q, r, s) need to denote both inactive and active orbitals, for which we use the indices i, j and u, v, x, y, respectively.
In terms of the generalized Fock matrix, the orbital gradient becomes
The direct Hessian is constructed in terms of modified gradient expressions, which in Ref. 
where Q (49) and (50) become have employed three CAS(n, m) spaces with n electrons in m orbitals; CAS(8,6), CAS (12, 8) and CAS (12, 16) . These spaces correspond to including the orbitals 3σ Figure 1 As short-range exchange-correlation functionals we employed the spin-dependent srLDA functional from Ref. 48 
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

V. DEMONSTRATION OF THE OPEN-SHELL CAS-SRDFT METHOD
We here discuss the results from CAS-srLDA and CAS-srPBE calculations on two prototype open-shell systems.
A. The dioxygen molecule
For dioxygen we start with a discussion of the optimal value of the range-separation parameter µ. This matter has been discussed for CAS-srDFT 27, 35 and also for other rangeseparated methods. Note that with an exact srDFT functional and a full CI long-range wave function (in a complete basis) the exact result would be obtained independent of the µ value. The µ value determines the mixture between the wave function and srDFT parts, and is thus a parameter that shifts correlation effects between the two parts. When we refer to an "optimal µ value" in the following, we mean the value giving accurate results with the least possible computational effort. As the computational time for the srDFT part is basically independent of µ while the time for accurate long-range wave function contributions grows rapidly with µ, the optimal µ value is the smallest µ value for which the non-local correlations not treated properly by semi-local srDFT functionals are not in the realm of the srDFT part. For multireference models, one recipe has been to compare HF-srDFT and CAS-srDFT. From this, it was found that a value of µ of 0.4 bohr −1 allocates the main part of the dynamical correlation to the srDFT functional, while the long-range wave function still incorporates a substantial part of static correlation in multiconfigurational systems. 27 The µ = 0.4 value was recently confirmed for excitation energies obtained from linear-response theory. 35 Here, we investigate the optimal value of µ for the O 2 molecule in its triplet ground
It is expected that this state is dominated by the electronic configuration
at the equilibrium bond distance. The 3 | . . . notation includes the spin multiplicity of the configuration state function, and we have in the last equality left out the σ electrons for brevity. This dominant configuration can be described by a single-determinant high-spin wave function (M S = 1), which means that HF-srDFT and CAS-srDFT should provide similar energies. In order to have a system that displays multiconfigurational character, and is directly comparable to the above system, we also consider a bond distance corresponding to a stretched bond (R stretch = 2.0Å). In this case, we expect a splitting of HF-srDFT and CAS-srDFT energies, and the parameter µ should be chosen to reflect this.
The HF-srDFT and CAS-srDFT energies as functions of the value of µ are shown in We further comment on a few more observations from Figure 2 . First, we note that for As expected, this is in contrast with the CAS-srLDA energy, which is too high for µ = 0 and therefore decreases with increasing µ, since the long-range wave function with increasing µ can describe an increasing part of the correlation. That this happens before the HF-srLDA and MC-srLDA curves separate must mean that this effect is mostly in the exchange part.
Further, that the CAS-srLDA energies decrease with increasing µ while CAS-srPBE energies increase indicates that pure CASSCF is better than any of the CAS-srLDA models, while CAS-srPBE contains some correlation effects not described by the pure CASSCF.
It is also interesting to study the first singlet excited state 1 ∆ g . In D 2h symmetry this electronic state can either be characterized by a dominant configuration given by a linear combination of the Slater determinants in which the π * g orbitals are doubly occupied, i.e.
or by a dominant configuration in which the π * g,x and π * g,y orbitals are spin-singlet coupled
The states in Eqs. (54) and (55) Yet, at small values of µ (including µ = 0.4) we can expect that the singlet-triplet splitting will be determined to a large degree by the leading configuration for each state, and by how the short-range functionals translate the density obtained from the leading configuration into an energy. Any possible error is therefore likely due to the srDFT functional (as will be further discussed below). As a remark, we note that the 1 ∆ With these results in mind, we can also investigate the singlet-triplet splitting ∆E(
We note however, that we cannot expect accurate results due to deficiencies in the employed short-range functionals. In particular, the short-range exchange does not correctly cancel the short-range Hartree self-repulsion for the singly occupied π orbitals in singlet states. In case of O 2 , this can be seen from the above analysis of the dominant configurations: the long-range wave function correctly describes a spin-singlet coupled state in which the total spin density is zero but which locally may become both positive and negative (perhaps as shown most obviously in the 1 ∆ xy g state, Eq. (55)). Yet, our present srDFT functionals are not equipped with the ability to employ local spin densities, as required for a spin-singlet coupled state. We therefore expect too high energy of the 
state and thus of the splitting (as indeed observed, see below). Our investigation of the singlet-triplet splitting therefore focus mainly on the µ-dependence whereas the values itself is only briefly discussed. The dependence on µ of the singlet-triplet splitting is shown in Figure 3 (right) for different active spaces and short-range functionals and given in Table   I for 
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We now turn to a system where methods such as CCSDTQ are probably beyond reach. 
Method
∆E(
Our work (all with cc-pVTZ):
CAS (12, orbital level and a hole in the e g level. The lower spin-state thus does not involve a coupling between spatially separated orbitals, suggesting that we will not observe errors due to the lack of local spin dependence in the employed srDFT functionals as described in the previous section.
The experimental band for the 6 A g → 4 T 2g transition has a maximum at 12600 cm 
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This leads to a CAS space of 9 electrons in 12 orbitals, whereas some earlier studies employed the smaller CAS(5,5) and CAS(5,10) active spaces. 73 . The effect was estimated to be around 0.24 eV on the transition energy. However, Radoń et al. 66 also stressed that their study was not directly comparable to some of the previous studies as they (unlike Ref. 73) employed an IPEA-shifted zeroth-order Hamiltonian and also larger basis sets of which the combined effect can be estimated to be around 0.3 eV on the transition energy.
Here, we start by investigating the dependence on µ of the spin-state splitting ∆E( 6 A g → 4 T 1g ). Results for selected values of µ are shown in Table III Table   III corresponds to a pure CAS(9,12) (µ = ∞) and pure PBE (µ = 0.01); these respectively overestimate and underestimate the experimental value significantly. It is gratifying the range of µ-values expected to provide the best results, indeed all are the best ones obtained (an in fact, all closer to experiment than CASPT2 with srPBE). Yet, before more general conclusions concerning the performance can be made, a larger span of systems must be explored. In Table IV, we compare 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the theory and implementation of a generalization of the MC-srDFT method to employ spin-dependent short-range density functionals. It should also be emphasized that most other high-level methods require large basis set expansions with high-order angular momenta to describe the electron-electron Coulomb cusp accurately. The MC-srDFT method avoids this by replacing an explicit description of the Coulomb cusp with an effective density functional. Hence, the basis set requirements can be expected to be similar to regular DFT, which is known for its fast convergence with respect to basis set expansion.
The first studies shown here are promising, but it should be emphasized that further developments are required. An obvious extension is to employ srDFT functionals that include the kinetic energy density, which has been developed for range-separated methods.
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Also, a good measure of local spin density, for example in terms of the on-top pair density 71 , needs to be implemented to satisfactorily describe for example open-shell singlets which exhibit zero mean spin density. Extension of the open-shell algorithm to molecular properties via response theory will also be an important extension of the method. Developments in these directions are ongoing.
In the future it would also be interesting to extend our state-averaged version of MCsrDFT 32 , in particular for unbiased location of conical intersections.
Appendix A: Gradient contributions from short-range GGA functionals
For an srGGA functional, the short-range exchange-correlation energy density e sr-xc also depends on the three gradient variables ξ CC (r) = ∇ρ C (r)·∇ρ C (r), ξ SS (r) = ∇ρ S (r)·∇ρ S (r), and ξ CS (r) = ∇ρ C (r) · ∇ρ S (r) in addition to the electron charge density ρ C (r) and the electron spin density ρ S (r):
E sr-xc [ρ C , ρ S , ξ CC , ξ SS , ξ CS ] = e sr-xc (ρ C (r), ρ S (r), ξ CC (r), ξ SS (r), ξ CS (r)) dr.
where we for brevity define the integrand as e sr-xc . 
